Empowering Construction

SOLUTIONS FOR
CONSTRUCTION
The Construction Sector

Smart devices: Employ any software or app that

at your disposal, so you can limit the time spent

your information secure.

on administration, and focus more on your

Software

We want to ensure you have the right solutions

customers.

Industry Trends & Challenges
Streamline processes: Invest in products that
help improve and streamline processes of
scheduling or closing off projects, planning and
designing, constant consultation and
coordination of work to ensure the work
progresses and meeting changing
circumstances.
Digital Transformation: Traditionally, there is
reliance on paperwork, leading to problems
involving loss of documents or out-of-date
information. With new software technologies,
information can be managed throughout its
entire lifecycle.
Access to information: Access to information is
crucial in this industry for not only its
employees, but its stakeholders, while ensuring
visibility of information to different areas of the
business.

is needed to function - all the while keeping

HYLAND

Construction and engineering requires
integrated information and systems to ensure
projects are delivered on time, safely, within
budget and to client specifications. Hyland's
OnBase software can help:
Document jobs and documents that allow for
fast retrieval
Automate the workflow processes associated
with contractors or stakeholders
Automate the proposal process including
issuing bids and allocation of work
Contract, permits and records management
Order/change management
Mobile and shared access
PAPERCUT
In construction, a lot of waste comes from the
print usage during the multiple stages of
product design, and the numerous changes that
need to be made. Papercut provides detailed
analytics, audit trails and better visibility,
ultimately encouraging a more responsible and
sustainable print behaviour.

UP TO 50%
of costs and paper usage can be cut
down using print software

Ricoh Interactive Whiteboards
Interactive Whiteboards can be implemented
across the business to help in streamlining the
process of scheduling and closing off projects.
This solution can reduce costs significantly by

Source:Papercut

Solutions:
Print
Managed Services: A single point of contact for
service means staff no longer waste time
managing multiple vendor relationships.
Update existing hardware: Choose from a
variety of premium manufacturers that provide
a range of printers perfect for every business
need or area.

saving hours every week of manual workload. It
keeps projects on track, information is all in one
place which gives all staff visibility of the status
of the project.

The Ricoh Interactive Whiteboards have
reduced costs, and saved about 5 hours
of manual work weekly. It keeps
projects on track and the information is
all in one place.
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